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MEMORANDUM
LIMBAUGH, District Judge.
This matter is before the Court on the Budget Review Committee's (BRC) Report on Proposed 1990-91 Magnet
Plan Budget Amendments. L(3418)91. The State and the City Board have filed responses. L(3443)91 and L
(3444)91, respectively. The City Board has also filed a reply to the State's response. L(3458)91.
The BRC Chairperson reports complete BRC agreement as to certain regular annual adjustments but failure to
come to agreement over certain start-up costs. There are five areas of dispute which total $111,915. The
disputes focus once again upon computers and the identification of an item as an "enriched resource".
Before resolving these fiscal disputes, the Court will attempt again to clarify its stance on the question of
appropriate enriched resources for any given magnet. "Enriched resources" are those items, not already
identified in the Magnet Plan, that are necessary to fully implement the particularized magnet program. See Order
L(2757)90, pp. 2-3. Enriched resources are not simply additional staff, supplies or equipment which would make
classroom instruction easier. Any item can easily be labeled "enriched resource" but to qualify for desegregated
funding under the Magnet Plan, the item must withstand close scrutiny as to its absolute need in order to carry
out a specific magnet program.
Classroom computers appear to be a recurring problematic theme. The State is correct in its assertion that the
Magnet Plan requires only a computer lab in every magnet. L(2090)88, p. 39. The Court incorporated L(1585)87
only to the extent of magnet themes, programs, and feeder patterns. L(2090)88, p. 25. Additional computers
(classroom or another lab) could be viewed as an enriched resource under the appropriate circumstances. Metro
High School is a case-in-point. Last year the Court approved a second computer lab for Metro because it agreed
with evaluators that a need for additional computer access for students existed. "It appears that the need for
additional computers is directly generated by Metro's curriculum and that need will be even greater by City
Board's upgrading the graduation requirements to include four (4) years of math." L(3182)90, p. 9. There must be
a strong identifiable link between the specific magnet focus and the need for additional computers (other than the
single lab mandated in the Magnet Plan).
A word of advice to the City Board. Computers are fast becoming standardized classroom educational tools.
Sooner or later classroom computers will be the norm and necessary for everyday regular classroom instruction.
Someday soon the City Board will alone be fiscally responsible for equipping its schools. It had better start
preparing for that day now.
The BRC, the State, and the City Board have fully briefed their positions. After careful consideration of all
pertinent materials, the Court makes the following determinations:

Busch 09 07 Function 1135 (Dispute: $42,126)
The City Board requests equipment for a second science lab. It has the room available and believes that the
scheduling of classes creates a need for two classrooms and two labs. The State argues that neither enrollment
nor AAA standards require a second science lab.
The BRC Chairperson believes a second science lab is desirable because a room is available and a second lab
would enhance the present science curriculum. The Court agrees that a second science lab would enhance any
science curriculum, however Busch's magnet focus is academics plus a superior athletic program. Its magnet
focus does not generate the need for a second science lab. Meeting AAA requirements is sufficient. Anything
beyond this is left to the City Board alone to fund. If a second science lab is so desirable, the Court suggests the
City Board equip it from its own funds.
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Busch 09 07 Function 1137 (Dispute: $4,788)

The City Board wants funds to purchase a computerized keyboard for vocal music instruction. It chose the Busch
AAA magnet as a test site for this new equipment. The City Board believes the computerized keyboard will
enhance instruction for chord progression, music notation, and pitch recognition. The State objects because AAA
standards do not require this piece of equipment and furthermore questions the relationship of this piece of
equipment to the magnet theme.
For the reasons stated above regarding the second science lab, the Court denies this request.
Enright 09 07 Function 1132 (Dispute: $30,585) Washington 09 07 Function 1112 (Dispute: $10,950) Wilkinson 09 07 Function
1112 (Dispute: $23,466)
All three of these disputes concern the City Board's desire for classroom computers. The City Board's argument
rests on two points: 1) The Magnet Plan, L(2090)88, provides that magnet schools shall have classroom
computers; and 2) classroom computers serve as an enriched resource because they enhance academic
instruction. The State argues that the Magnet Plan does not provide for classroom computers and that
"enhancement" is not a justifiable reason for surpassing AAA guidelines. (emphasis added).
As previously stated, the Magnet Plan only provides for a computer lab in every magnet. Classroom computers
may be desegregation-funded if the City Board can thoroughly document them as an "enriched resource". An
enriched resource is an additional resource "necessitated by the particularized area of focus of each magnet". L
(2757)90. Of the three cited magnets, only Enright meets the standard.
Washington and Wilkinson do not have the type of magnet focus which requires additional computer access in
order to implement the program. Computer labs are sufficient.[1] Enright, however, provides an accelerated
advanced instructional program for gifted students. Its needs are similar to the Metro High School (into which it
feeds). A single computer lab does not adequately meet students' need of more exposure to computers in order
to keep up with the advanced curriculum.
The Court approves classroom computers at Enright in the total amount of $30,585 and denies the City Board's
request for classroom computers in Washington and Wilkinson.
In summary, the Court approves the agreed-upon regular annual budget adjustments of $662,497 and the
additional magnet start-up costs of $30,585 for classroom computers at Enright.
The Court approves an amended 1990-91 Magnet Plan Budget totalling $45,497,461. The State shall continue
payments as originally ordered in L(3182)90. Any fiscal adjustments necessitated by this order shall be made in
the year-end account reconciliation. The payment shares shall continue to be calculated pursuant to the unified
funding formula and principles of agreement approved in L(2996)90. Finally, the agreed-upon deduction of

$682,808 from categorical aid for special education programs at magnet schools will be considered part of the
State's payment for this budget.
[1] The Court reserves comment as to how the City Board managed to have both classroom computers and a
computer lab at Washington, under the Magnet Plan, without court approval.
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